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Abstract The fractional multi time Lagrangian equations has been derived for dynami-
cal systems within Riemann-Liouville derivatives. The fractional multi time Hamiltonian is
introduced as Legendre transformation of multi time Lagrangian. The corresponding frac-
tional Euler-Lagrange and the Hamilton equations are obtained and the fractional multi time
constant of motion are discussed.
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1 Introduction
Derivatives and integrals of fractional order have found many applications in recent studies
in mechanics and physics. For example, in chaotic dynamics, quantum mechanics, plasma
physics, anomalous diffusion, and so many fields of physics [8, 10, 11, 15, 17, 18, 24,
29, 31]. Especially in mechanics Riewe has shown that Lagrangian involving fractional
time derivatives leads to equation of motion with non conservative classical derivatives such
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as friction [22, 23]. Motivated by this approach many researchers have explored this area
giving new insight into this problem [4, 5, 12–14, 16, 19–21, 25–27, 30]. Agrawal has
presented fractional Euler-Lagrange equation in Riemann-Liouville derivatives [1]. Further
fractional single time Hamiltonian formulation has been developed by Baleanu and cowork-
ers [2, 3]. Classical multi time Hamilton equations were firstly introduced by de Donder
in 1936 [7]. In recent years multi-time Hamiltonian and its applications become an inter-
esting area for authors [6, 28]. In this paper we generalize classical multi time Lagrangian
and Hamiltonian to fractional multi time motion. We show that the classical dual action can
be defined in the fractional case but the connection between the periodic solution of multi-
time Hamiltonian and the periodical critical points of the dual action collapses [6]. The
paper is organized as follows: Sect. 2 has three subsections. The first subsection presents
briefly some basic definitions of Riemann-Liouville and Caputo derivatives, the remaining
ones contain the formalism of single time fractional Lagrangian and Hamiltonian. In Sect. 3
we introduce multi time fractional Lagrange equations. Section 4 work out the multi time
fractional Hamilton equations. In Sect. 5 we have studied fractional conservation laws. Frac-
tional Noether theorem is offered in the multi time fractional mechanics and we arrive at the
standard cases. Further in Sect. 6 suitable Lagrangian for fractional dual action has been de-
rived. In Sect. 7 the Euler-Lagrange equations of the fractional dual action and correspond-
ing multi time Hamilton equations is presented and the connection between the periodic
solution of multi-time Hamiltonian and the periodical critical points of the dual action in the
fractional mechanics is discussed. Section 8 is devoted to our conclusions.
2 Basic Tools
2.1 Fractional Derivatives
In this section we briefly present the definition of the left and the right fractional deriva-
tives of Riemann-Liouville as well as Caputo [28]. The left Riemann-Liouville fractional
derivative is defined as
aD
α









(t − τ)α+1−n dτ, (1)
and the right Riemann-Liouville fractional derivative,
tD
α









(τ − t)α+1−n dτ, (2)
where the order α fulfills n − 1 ≤ α < n and  represent the gamma function. An alter-
native definition of Riemann-Liouville fractional derivative called Caputo derivative that
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f (τ )dτ, (4)
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where the order α satisfies n − 1 ≤ α < n. The Riemann-Liouville derivative of constant
isn’t zero, although Caputo derivative of a constant is zero.
2.2 Single Time Fractional Lagrangian
From the mathematical point of view both left and right derivatives could appear within a
fractional Lagrangian of a system, L(t, qi(t), aDαt qi, tD
β
b q
i), i = 1, . . . , n where (qi(t)) =
(q1(t), q2(t), . . . , qn(t)), but in some physics problems, if t denotes the time variable,
the right fractional derivatives of qi(t) is interpreted as future state of the process qi(t).
For this reason in those problems the right derivative is usually neglected in application
when the present state of the process does not depend on the result of the future or at
least we consider this sort of problems. Let us consider a Lagrangian as L(t, qi, aDαt qi).







2(t), . . . , aD
α
t q










= 0, i = 1,2, . . . , n. (5)
2.3 Single Time Fractional Hamilton Equations
The Lagrangian L defines the diffeomorphism, aDαt qi(t) → pi = ∂L∂aDαt qi called the Legen-
dre transformation. The Legendre transformation of the Lagrangian L is the Hamiltonian H .
If pi = ∂L∂aDαt qi be fractional i-momentum we obtain the fractional multi time Hamiltonian
as follows







Calculating the total differential of this Hamiltonian we obtain


























It is worth to mention that for α → 1 equations reduce to classical Hamilton equations.
The fractional Hamiltonian isn’t a constant of motion even though the Lagrangian doesn’t
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3 Multi Time Fractional Lagrange Equations
We consider the multi time variable
(tν) = (t1, t2, . . . , tp) ∈ Rp, ν = 1, . . . , p. (14)
Let a = (aν) and b = (bν) be the borders of the integration and let us consider the functions
given below
qi : Rp → R, (t1, t2, . . . , tp) → qi(t1, t2, . . . , tp), i = 1, . . . , n. (15)
Multi time Lagrangian is considered to be function of left fractional derivatives as
L : Rp+n+np → R, (tν, qi, aDαtν qi) → L(tν, qi, aDαtν qi). (16)
By making use of the fractional variational principles the corresponding fractional Euler-










4 Multi Time Fractional Hamilton Equations
In 1935 de Donder obtained the multi time Hamilton equation in classical mechanics [7].
Our aim is to obtain the fractional generalization of this result. By using the definition of the








we define the fractional Hamiltonian as






− L(tν, qi, aDαtν qi). (19)
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The transformation aDαtν qi → pνi defines the fractional Legendre transformation in multi
time case. Taking total differential of (19) and using (18) and canceling two terms we have




dqi + aDαtν qidpνi . (20)
Taking into account the fractional Euler-Lagrange equation (17) and (18) we obtain
dH = − ∂L
∂tν
dtν + tνDαb pνi dqi + aDαtν qidpνi . (21)
Equation (21) shows that H is a function of tν , qi,pνi . Therefore we can write













, ν = 1, . . . , p,
∂H
∂qi
= tνDαb pνi , i = 1, . . . , n, ν = 1, . . . , p, (23)
∂H
∂pνi
= aDαtν qi, i = 1, . . . , n, ν = 1, . . . , p,
The number of (23) is (n + 1)p + n equations and they are the counterpart of the Euler-
Lagrange equation on Rn.
5 Fractional Conservation Laws
In classical mechanics when Lagrangian is autonomous Hamiltonian is not a constant of
motion [6]. In this section we study conservation laws from the existence of symmetries of
the fractional variational principles in tow cases.











under the appropriate conditions. If (24) is invariant under many parameter group of infini-
tesimal transformations as
δtν = 	rXνr , r = 1, . . . ,R, (25)
δqi(t) = 	rψir , r = 1, . . . ,R,
where R is the number of infinitesimal transformation parameters. Using fractional Noether-
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in the sense of the following definition [9]











In (26) if we choose μ = 1 and ν = 1 we have corresponding conservation law for the case
of single time fractional Lagrangian [9].












L(tν, qi, qiν)dt, (29)
where qiν = ( dq
i
dtν
). Likewise case 1 if we suppose the functional (29) is invariant under the











In (30) let the variations are ψir = 0 and Xνr = δνr then




energy tensor is conservation law.
Let us consider the group of infinitesimal transformations for single time Lagrangian as
follows
δt = 	rXr, δqi = 	rri . (31)
The corresponding conservation law is









In (32) let ψir = 0 and Xr = δr1, then the conservation law reduces to Hamiltonian,
H = L − ∂L(t, q, q˙)
∂q˙i
q˙ i . (33)
As we have seen the fractional conservation law in special cases reduces to well known
conservation law in classical mechanics.
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6 Legendre Transform of Fractional Multi Time Hamiltonian Dual Action
We write the fractional multi time Hamilton equations in the form




i = 1, . . . , n, j = 1, . . . , n, ν = 1, . . . , p,μ = 1, . . . , p, (34)






i = 1, . . . , n, j = 1, . . . , n, ν = 1, . . . , p,μ = 1, . . . , p, (35)







































= δ ⊗ J, (37)
we can write (34) and (35) as follows































L(qi,a Dαtν qi,pνi ,tν Dαb pνi )dt, (39)

























+ H(tν, qi,pνi ). (41)










) = (δ ⊗ J )Dαtν u, (42)







also if we suppose u = (qi pνi ), Dαtν u = (aDαtν qi tνDαb pνi ) and 〈, 〉 is scalar product and using
(42), then we have
L = −1
2
〈(δ ⊗ J )Dαtν u,u〉 + H(tν, u). (44)
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= 0, i = 1,2, . . . , n. (46)















+ H(tν, qi,pνi ). (47)
Substituting Hamilton equations (34) and (35) into (47) we get
H∗(tν,−aDαtν qi,−tνDαb pνi ) = −qitνDαb pνi − piaDαtν qi + H(tν, qi,pνi ). (48)
By using the definition of scalar product we obtain
H∗(tν,−aDαtν qi,−tνDαb pνi ) = −〈(δ ⊗ J )Dαtν u,u〉 + H(tν, qi,pνi ). (49)
Since we have obtain the Legendre transform of H(tν, .), H∗(tν, .), we would like to write
L versus H, namely
L = 1
2
〈(δ ⊗ J )Dαtν u,u〉 − 〈(δ ⊗ J )Dαtν u,u〉 + H(tν, u)
= 1
2
〈(δ ⊗ J )Dαtν u,u〉 + H∗. (50)
Let us define new variables
v = (Q,P ) = (−qi,−pνi ), (51)
L in terms of new variables will be denoted by L∗. Therefore, we have the following equal-
ities,
(δ ⊗ J )Dαtν v = −(δ ⊗ J )Dαtν u, (52)
and
〈(δ ⊗ J )Dαtν v, v〉 = 〈(δ ⊗ J )Dαtν u,u〉. (53)
As a result L∗ becomes
L∗ = 1
2
〈(δ ⊗ J )Dαtν v, v〉 + H∗(t, (δ ⊗ J )Dαtν v). (54)
We see that L∗ is only function of new variable v and (δ ⊗ J )Dαt v.
7 Extremal of Dual Action and Multi Time Hamilton Equations
The dual action  that is defined on suitable functions uses the following Lagrangian
L∗(t, v,Dtv) = 12 〈(δ ⊗ J )Dtv, v(t)〉 + H
∗(t, (δ ⊗ J )Dtv). (55)
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Although in classical dual action for periodic functions we have (v + c) = (v), in
fractional dual action this condition won’t be true for periodic solution generally. Since∫
Dtc +
∫
Dtv = 0 generally,
(v + c) =
∫ 1
2
〈(δ ⊗ J )Dt(v + c), v(t) + c〉
+ H ∗(t, (δ ⊗ J )Dt(v + c)) = (v). (56)




c = 0 because the derivative integer order of constant is




v = 0 if v be a periodic function. Then we have (v + c) = (v).
In classical multi time Hamiltonian there is close connection between the periodical crit-
ical points of  and periodical solutions of multi time Hamiltonian and but this connection
fails for fractional order derivative for the reason that we mentioned above [6]. But a theorem
is still true for fractional case.
Theorem If v be a critical point of the action  and
w(t) = ∇H∗(t, v∗),
Dαt v = (−aDαtν qi,−bDαtν pνi ),
v∗ = (−bDαtν pνi ,−aDαtν qi) = (δ ⊗ J )Dαt v = (v∗νi , v∗i ),
then we have
(δ ⊗ J )Dαt w = ∇H(t,w). (57)
Proof Suppose
w = (zi, rνi ), a = (aν), b = (bν), ν = 1, . . . , p. (58)
From the definition of dual action we have









i +a Dαtν qipνi ) + H∗(t,−tνDαb pνi ,−aDtν qi). (59)
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i = tνDαb pνi .








i) = ∇H(t,ω). (69)





















i) = ∇H(t,w) or (δ ⊗ J )Dαtνw = ∇H(t,w), (72)
as required. 
Remark 1 If we change the derivative to Caputo derivative for the derivative of constant
will be zero, caDαt c = 0 but we still have
∫ c
a
Dαt v = 0. May be useful to know the relation







t f (t) = f (t) − f (a),
where α ∈ (0,1] and aI αt f (t) = 1(α)
∫ t
a
(t − τ)α−1f (τ)dτ . If f (t) be periodic function in







T f (t) = f (T ) − f (a) = 0.
Remark 2 We recovered the classical results for α integers.
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8 Conclusion
Fractional mechanics describes both conservative and non-conservative systems. Recently,
the fractional variation principles gained importance in studying the fractional mechanics
and several versions are proposed. The fractional Lagrangian and Hamiltonian formulation
for the constrained systems are still at the beginning of their development. Fractional me-
chanics is a non-local theory. The fractional derivatives were renormalized to construct local
fractional differential operators. Using fractional Caputo derivative in fractional mechanics
allows utilization of initial values of classical integer-order derivative with known physical
interpretations. In this paper we generalized classical multi time Hamiltonian to fractional
multi time Hamiltonian. Constant of motion in fractional multi time Hamiltonian has been
introduced. Further we have shown that fractional multi time mechanics leads to the standard
cases. Furthermore the dual action is defined for fractional mechanics. We have explained
that the connection between the periodical solution of this dual action and fractional Hamil-
tonian fails for the formalism involving Riemann-Liouville derivatives. All classical results
are recovered for α being an integer.
Open Access This article is distributed under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution Noncommer-
cial License which permits any noncommercial use, distribution, and reproduction in any medium, provided
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